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LEEDS: Liverpool moved alongside Chelsea and 
Manchester United at the top of the Premier League 
table with a 3-0 win at Leeds overshadowed by seri-
ous injury suffered by teenage star Harvey Elliott. The 
hosts’ midfielder Pascal Struijk was sent-off for a 
challenge that appeared to break the 18-year-old’s 
left leg midway through the second-half. By that point 
Liverpool were already comfortably ahead thanks to 
Mohamed Salah’s 100th Premier League goal and 
Fabinho’s 50th minute strike. 

Sadio Mane rounded off 
the scoring in stoppage time. 
However, the loss of Elliott 
cast a dark cloud over a posi-
tive performance for Jurgen 
Klopp. Elliott, who made his 
Premier League debut as a 
16-year-old for Fulham, had 
broken into the Reds side with 
impressive early season dis-
plays against Burnley and 
Chelsea. Liverpool’s title defense was blown off 
course last season by a series of long-term injuries 
to key players such as Virgil van Dijk, Joel Matip, 
Joe Gomez and Jordan Henderson. 

Van Dijk’s return from cruciate knee ligament 
damage has made a massive impact with Liverpool 
conceding just once in their opening four games. 
However, Salah aside, there remain questions over 
whether Liverpool have the firepower at the other 
end to match their rivals for the title in Chelsea, 
United and defending champions Manchester City. 

The visitors should have been out of sight before 
half-time as they quietened the Elland Road crowd, 
enjoying just their second sight of a Premier League 
games in 17 years. Salah rounded off a brilliant team 

move to open the scoring and bring up his century 
in just 162 games in the English top-flight as he and 
Matip exchanged a one-two before Trent 
Alexander-Arnold’s cross picked out the Egyptian 
for a tap in. 

Mane’s form remains a concern for Klopp 
despite his late strike as the Senegalese missed a 
series of golden chances, including when he 
spooned over an open goal from Diogo Jota’s 

cross. After Mane then 
failed to convert a one-
on-one with Mesl ier 
minutes into the sec-
ond-half , Liverpool 
f inal ly doubled their 
lead from the resulting 
corner. Fabinho swept 
home a loose ball after 
Van Dijk failed to con-
nect cleanly with a free 
header from a corner. 

Unfortunately, the major talking point was still 
to come as Struijk won the ball in a sliding chal-
lenge but the momentum of the Dutchman’s trailing 
leg took him through the back of Elliott. The inci-
dent took place right in front of the Liverpool 
bench and Klopp was involved in an angry 
exchange of words with Leeds fans, who had ini-
tially been angered that the game was stopped. 

Naby Kei ta , Curt i s  Jones  and Ibrah ima 
Konate were among the Liverpool substitutes to 
cover their eyes in shock at the injury. However, 
Elliott was able to applaud the Leeds support as 
he was carried from the field as they gave the 
England under-18 international a rousing recep-
t ion. Rather  than make the man advantage 

count, Liverpool were slack in the final quarter 
and could have paid when Patrick Bamford’s 
effort from nearly halfway had to be tipped over 
by Alisson Becker. Mane also missed two more 

glorious chances before finally scoring his sec-
ond goal  of  the season when he span onto 
Thiago Alcantara’s pass and blasted into the car 
corner. — AFP 

Elliott injury overshadows Liverpool win

LEEDS: Liverpool’s Egyptian midfielder Mohamed Salah chases the ball during the English Premier League football match between Leeds United and Liverpool at Elland Road yesterday. — AFP 

LEEDS: Liverpool’s English striker Harvey Elliott (left) suffers a serious leg injury following a tackle by 
Leeds United’s Dutch defender Pascal Struijk (back) yesterday. 

Salah scores 
100th Premier 
League goal

MONZA: Daniel Ricciardo won the Formula One 
Italian Grand Prix yesterday as the Australian took 
advantage of Lewis Hamilton and Max Verstappen’s 
dramatic crash which eliminated both championship 
rivals. Ricciardo was followed by his McLaren team-
mate Lando Norris in the British team’s first win 
since the 2012 Brazilian GP, while Valtteri Bottas 
inherited third, despite starting in last place, due to a 
five-second time penalty for Sergio Perez. 

Red Bull’s Verstappen still leads seven-time 
world champion Hamilton by five points at the top 
of the drivers’ standings as they both finished in the 
gravel following their crash halfway through the 
race. Ricciardo, whose father is from Italy, was 
delighted with not only his first win since Monaco in 
2018 but also McLaren’s first one-two finish in 11 
years, greeting the fans in Italian with a huge smile 
on his face. 

“To lead literally from start to finish, I don’t think 
any of us expected that. There was something in me 
on Friday, I knew something good was to come,” said 
Ricciardo. “To not only win but to get a one-two, it’s 
insane. For McLaren to be on the podium it’s huge, 
let alone one-two... For once I’m lost for words.” 

The 32-year-old promised “total attack” after 
starting second on the grid and capitalized on the 
most dramatic moment of an eventful race when 
Hamilton re-entered the Monza track from the pit 
lane. Vertsappen tried to dart past Hamilton just after 

the Briton’s pit stop but ended up with his back 
wheel rolling over the top of his rival’s Mercedes, 
narrowly missing Hamilton’s head. 

Both drivers then slid into the gravel and were 
forced to retire from the race, which Hamilton was 
hoping to make his 100th Grand Prix victory. 
Vertsappen was reportedly furious at Hamilton, say-
ing his rival gave him “no space” in a crash which will 
be investigated by officials after the race. The pair 
then gave each other the blame in their post-race 
comments, with Hamilton saying he had given way in 
a similar position to Verstappen earlier while the 
Dutchman insisted Hamilton “pushed” him into the 
trackside sausage kerb. 

‘Awesome weekend’ 
Ricciardo then powered to victory backed up by 

his teammate Norris who was also in good spirits 
after an impressive second-placed finish. “We’ve had 
a pretty awesome weekend,” the British driver said. 
“We’ve been working towards this, and we got a 
one-two finally. I’m happy for of course Daniel for 
getting the win.” Verstappen started the race on pole 
after finishing second behind Bottas in Saturday’s 
sprint but dropped back to second at the start as 
Ricciardo pipped ahead. Hamilton made an immedi-
ate move from fourth, overtaking Norris and then 
trying to get at Verstappen, only to finish off the 
track before quickly re-entering back in fourth. The 
real drama started just as the drivers started making 

their first pit stops. 
First Ricciardo went to the pits, giving up the 

lead, before Verstappen dropped back to 10th after 
a long pit stop on lap 23 which gave Hamilton the 
chance to push past Norris and take the lead. 
Hamilton then pitted himself on lap 25 before clash-
ing with Verstappen almost immediately after his 
exit, the two cars meeting in a chicane and then fin-
ishing in a mess at the side of the track. 

With the title-chasing duo gone and chaos on the 

track, Hamilton’s teammate Bottas, who will join Alfa 
Romeo next season, completed a hugely impressive 
weekend by finishing fourth, promoted to third after 
Perez’s penalty. He had started at the back of the 
grid despite winning Saturday’s sprint race as pun-
ishment for taking on power unit components in 
qualifying on Friday. “Starting from the back, it’s 
never easy,” said Bottas. “I’m glad we get more 
points than Red Bull, we maximized and from my 
side, it was good fun.” — AFP 

Ricciardo wins F1 Italian GP as 
Hamilton,Verstappen crash out

MONZA: Mercedes’ British driver Lewis Hamilton (left) reacts in his car following a collision with Red 
Bull’s Dutch driver Max Verstappen (unseen) during the Italian Formula One Grand Prix at the Autodromo 
Nazionale circuit in Monza yesterday. — AFP 


